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Academic circles  barely pay the attention to Guan Lu.Guan Lu devoted all her 
life to the revolutionary business, and as a faithful revolutionary writer, her poetry 
have encouraged large quantities of people to step onto the revolutionary path, Guan 
Lu not only was a poet, but also a writer of fiction and a proser. With the biography, 
poetry writing, novel writing and other literary style writing of Guan Lu ,the article 
discusses Guan Lu 's thought viewpoint, and then strive to make a more 
comprehensive and systematic introduction and comments about of Guan Lu.The 
full text synopsis is as follows: 
Introduction: Explain the reason why put Guan Lu as the selected topic object 
and introduces the  current research situation about Guan Lu.Combs these research 
results  and in this foundation, expounded the value and significance of this article. 
First chapter: Closes the thought initiation and influces which in the dew 
development process Guan Lu receives. Describes  the process that she stepped 
onto the revolutionary road and the literature paths. Summarizes the influence which 
the enemy-occupied area intelligence produces to her life. 
Second chapter: From theme and the esthetics characteristic of Guan Lu's 
poetry ,discuss the literature charm of Guan Lu's poetry .Through the exhaustive text 
explaination, sumarizes three poetry theme of Guan Lu's poetry,that is the worker 
poetry, the revolutionary poetry and love poetry.Through researching the selection of 
Guan Lu's poetry image and the poetry expression means, thus understand Guan Lu's 
poetry unique creation way. 
Third chapter: Research the esthetics characteristic of Guan Lu's novel, inquired 
into its social meaning and analyzed the feminine consciousness which these novels 
reveals, through the research of her novel's theme, summarized the prose tendency. 
Forth chapter: Analyzes Guan Lu other literary style writing, including essay 















literature view and the hiding revolutionary way in the enemy-occupied area. 
Conclusion : Summarize the contribution which Guan Lu did to the 
revolutionary literature, Pointed out that the revolutionary literature research and the 
enemy-occupied area literature research should not neglect Guan Lu's the creation 
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